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What is EMIN? 
 
The European Minimum Income Network (EMIN) is an informal Network of organisations 
and individuals committed to achieve the progressive realisation of the right to adequate, 
accessible and enabling Minimum Income Schemes. The organisations involved include the 
relevant public authorities, service providers, social partners, academics, policy makers at 
different levels, NGOs, and fosters the involvement of people who benefit or could benefit 
from minimum income support. 
 
EMIN is organised at EU and national levels, in all the Member States of the European Union 
and also in Iceland, Norway, Macedonia (FYROM) and Serbia. 
  
EMIN is coordinated by the European Anti-Poverty Network (EAPN). More information on 
EMIN can be found at www.emin-eu.net   
 
What is the Context Report? 
 
In 2014 individual Country Reports were produced under the EMIN project which outlined 
the state of development of Minimum Income Schemes in the country concerned. These 
reports also set out a road map for the progressive realisation of adequate Minimum Income 
Schemes in that country. These Country Reports can be found on www.emin-net.eu (EMIN 
Publications). This Context Report gives an update on developments in relation to Minimum 
Income Schemes in Slovakia since the publication of the Country Report. 
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For the period 2017-2018 EMIN receives financial support from the European 
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The information contained in this report does not necessarily reflect the official position of 
the European Commission. 
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Definitions used in the EMIN Project 
 
Minimum Income Schemes are defined as, income support schemes which provide a safety 
net for those of working age, whether in or out of work, and who have insufficient means of 
financial support, and who are not eligible for insurance based social benefits or whose 
entitlements to these have expired. They are last resort schemes, which are intended to 
ensure a minimum standard of living for the concerned individuals and their dependents.   
 
EMIN aims at the progressive realisation of the right to adequate, accessible and enabling 
Minimum Income Schemes. 
 
Adequacy is defined as a level of income that is indispensable to live a life in dignity and to 
fully participate in society. Adequate Minimum Income Schemes are regularly uprated to 
take account of the evolution of the cost of living. 
 
Accessible is defined as providing comprehensive coverage for all people who need the 
schemes for as long as they need the support.  Accessible Minimum Income Schemes 
have clearly defined criteria, they are non-contributory, universal and means-tested. They do 
not discriminate against any particular group and have straightforward application 
procedures.  They avoid: 
- institutional barriers such as bureaucratic and complex regulations and procedures and 

have the minimum required conditionality, 
- implementation barriers by reaching out to and supporting potential beneficiaries 

personal barriers such as lack of information, shame or loss of privacy. 
 
Enabling is defined as schemes that promote people's empowerment and participation in 
society and facilitates their access to quality services and inclusive labour markets.
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Section 1: Evolution in laws and regulations regarding national (or 
regional/local) minimum income schemes 

 

This section indicates changes to the main minimum income scheme in the country since the EMIN1 
project ended in 2014, in particular changes to schemes that were dealt with in the EMIN1 project. In 
countries where several minimum income schemes coexist, please give priority to minimum income 
schemes for the working-age population. The country report from the EMIN 1 project is available at 
https://emin-eu.net/emin-publications/ 
 

Changes in the legislation and regulations governing minimum income schemes in your 
country with regard to 
- Eligibility conditions (lack of sufficient resources, age requirements, residence…) 

- Conditionality of the benefits (willingness to work, other conditions related to personnel 

attitude of recipients…) 

- Levels of payment, uprating 

- Links with other benefits 

- Governance of the schemes? 

 

The main relevant change since the EMIN1 project ended in 2014 is the amount of the 
subsistence minimum - defined as “a socially acknowledged minimum level” of a person’s 
income, below which s/he is recognised to be in a situation of material need and hence 
eligible for the minimum income benefit. The MI benefit is provided to persons in a situation 
of material need; when 
their income is lower than the subsistence minimum. 
From 1 July 2017, the subsistence minimum will increase in the following manner1: 
199.48 € - one adult person 
139.16 € - every further adult in the common household 
91.06 € -   every dependent child or a non-dependent child up to the age of 18 
 
Compared to the period from 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2016 when the amount of the 
subsistence minimum was the following: 
198.09 € -  one adult person 
138.19 € - every further adult in the common household 
90.42 € - every dependent child or a non-dependent child up to the age of 18 
 
Evolution with regard to adequacy of minimum income?  
 

No evolution with respect to the amount and adequacy of minimum income, i.e. the 

minimum income which is currently is not adequate to cover living expenses and ensure 

dignified life and full participation in society.  

 

                                                      
1 See: http://www.minimalnamzda.sk/zivotne-minimum.php 

https://emin-eu.net/emin-publications/
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The issues that the EMIN1 Report for Slovakia identified as problematic still remain 

unchanged, namely: firstly, the system is not sufficiently individualised (it is not sensitive to 

the number and the age of children in the household and it does not respect the adult age of 

people (adult children of poor parents are assessed jointly with their parents until their 25 

years of age). With the increasing number of children in the household the gap between the 

poverty threshold and the maximum benefit increases. 

 

Secondly, there is no transparent method of setting the amount of the minimum income 

benefit and no connection to the national subsistence minimum. The government is not 

obliged to index the benefit annually and a method of indexation is not set. 

 

Since 2004 the minimum income benefit has been divided into claimable (unconditioned) 

basic benefit and several allowances that turned to be variously preconditioned. The details 

are discussed in more depth in the EMIN1 Report for Slovakia.  

 

Evolution in terms of coverage or take-up of benefits?  
 
According to the data provided by the authorities (The Central Office of Labour, Social Affairs 

and the Family), as of the 25th of September the total number of persons receiving MI 

benefits at the end of August 2017 was 182,000, which represents 3,35 % of the total 

population. Relative to the previous year, the number of the MI benefits recipients 

decreased in 0,67% .2 

 

There are significant regional difference in the number of recipients – at the end of 2016 the 

highest numbers of MI benefits recipients were in the districts in Central-Eastern Slovakia of 

Revúca (6,000 people, 14,97 %) Rimavská Sobota (12,100, 14,35 %) and Gelnica (3,700.  

11,59 %).  The lowest numbers of the MI benefits recipients have been for several years in 

different districts of the capital city of Bratislava (between 91 and 343 persons in total, which 

represents 0,15% - 0,30%)3. However, the number of people in the Slovak capital living in the 

condition of material need might be higher, due to the fact there are more than 2,000 

homeless living in the capital city4 some  of whom might be unable to claim their benefits. 

 

Evolution with regards to the linkage between minimum income schemes, (inclusive) labour     
markets and (quality) services? 
 

                                                      
2  See: V hmotnej núdzi bolo tento rok 3,35% ľudí. In: Pravda On-line, September 25. 2017 

(https://spravy.pravda.sk/domace/clanok/442771-v-hmotnej-nudzi-bolo-tento-rok-3-35-ludi-slovakov/) 
3  Ibid. 
4  Website of the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and the Family 

https://www.employment.gov.sk/sk/informacie-media/aktuality/historicky-prve-scitanie-ludi-bez-
domova.html 
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The Amendment of the Act on Assistance in Material Need (in force since 1/05/2017) has 
introduced some new elements.5 The percentage of income not considered for the 
determination of the benefit in material need (minimum income) is raised from 25% to 50%.  
 
The rationale behind this change is to support motivation to take on and retain even a low-
wage jobs in long-term unemployed people who are recipients of the MI benefits. 
 
It also introduces: 
- The obligation of each legal-aged member of the household to work at least 32 hours per 
month to receive the MI benefit and to account only for those activities that were really 
carried out 
 
- The obligations for the recipient of the MI benefits to provide official confirmation of the 
start and end of the work incapacity (illness), including proposals on sanctions for non-
compliance. The labour office is entitled to verify the treatment regimen of the person in 
temporary work incapacity.  
 
 

Section 2: Use of reference budgets in relation to Minimum Income 
and/or poverty measures 

 
 

Reference budgets or budget standards are priced baskets of goods and services that represent a 
given living standard in a country.  
 
In this section you will find information in relation the recent evolutions of the construction and use 
of reference budgets in Slovakia. Information is also given on the usefulness of these reference 
budgets for policy making or for awareness raising campaigns.  
 
For further information on Reference Budgets see: Storms, B., Goedemé, T., Van den Bosch, K., 
Penne, T., Schuerman, N., and Stockman, S., Review of current state of paly on reference budget 
practices at national, regional and local level, pilot project for the development of a common 
methodology on reference budgets in Europe, Brussels, European Commission, 2014 

http://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=12544&langId=en 
 

Recent initiatives to develop reference budgets or to adapt existing reference budgets?  
 

- For what purposes are they developed or used? By whom? 

 
Reference Budget serves predominately as eligibility thresholds for assessing entitlement for 
social assistance and other minimum benefits. 
 

                                                      
5  See: Website of the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and the Family – Minimum Income Benefit  

https://www.employment.gov.sk/sk/rodina-socialna-pomoc/hmotna-nudza/vyska-pomoci-hmotnej-
nudzi/davka-hmotnej-nudzi.html, also see: http://www.mzdovecentrum.sk/clanok-z-titulky/novela-
zakona-o-pomoci-v-hmotnej-nudzi-s-ucinnostou-od-1-5-2017-tt-8-2017.htm/ 

http://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=12544&langId=en
https://www.employment.gov.sk/sk/rodina-socialna-pomoc/hmotna-nudza/vyska-pomoci-hmotnej-nudzi/davka-hmotnej-nudzi.html
https://www.employment.gov.sk/sk/rodina-socialna-pomoc/hmotna-nudza/vyska-pomoci-hmotnej-nudzi/davka-hmotnej-nudzi.html
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- What actors were involved in the construction? Were people experiencing poverty part of 

the process? Have focus groups been used? 

 
No data available 
 
- How would you evaluate the development and/or current use of the reference budgets in 

your country? Are they useful tools for policy purposes? For public campaigning and 

awareness raising?  

No data available 
 

Section 3: Implementation of Country Specific Recommendations on 
Minimum Income and follow up through the Semester process.  

 

As part of the EU Semester process, a number of countries have received Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSR) on their MIS or more generally on poverty. Country Reports can give 
interesting indications for countries performance with regards to Minimum Income. Evidence can 
also be found in EAPN’s assessment of National Reform Programmes 2016. In some countries under 
a Macroeconomic Adjustment Programme; the Memorandum of Understanding has reference to 
MI. In this section you find information about developments in response to these reports and 
recommendations as well as information on how EU funds are used to support developments in 
relation to Minimum Income Schemes. 
 

Policy responses to the CSR, initiatives to implement them and to improve the MIS, if there 
are new evolutions in this respect in your country. Other developments in relation to 
Minimum Income Schemes as part of the Semester Process, please add them here. 
 
No new developments. The 2017 Country report was very critical about the poverty situation 
in Slovakia. It states: “Poverty rates remain low (below EU average), but intensity of poverty 
is of concern. Especially high rates of poverty for Roma, even compared to other countries 
with a Roma population. Shortcomings in the social safety net persist. Around 230 000 
people relied on minimum income support (benefits to cover material need) in 2016. The 
number of recipients and jointly assessed household members declined further as a result of 
falling unemployment and a measure to make eligibility for the support conditional upon 
participation in workfare (‘activation work’). There is still no clear mechanism for 
establishing and reviewing the level of minimum income support. The scheme’s conditions in 
relation to the number of members in the household disadvantage larger families with more 
children. The housing allowance is not available to those who are most in need, particularly 
marginalised Roma who live in undocumented dwellings, and homeless people, because 
eligibility is conditional upon home ownership, a rental contract or residence in a social care 
facility”. No official reaction from the Slovak government can be found until now. The 2017 
CSRs for Slovakia don’t mention poverty. 
 
Has EU funds being used to support developments in relation to Minimum Income Schemes 
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The Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and the Family of the Slovak Republic has been from 
October 2015 until September 2019 implementing through the Operation Programme 
Human Resources the National Project Support to Selected Social Services of Crisis 
Intervention at the Community Level financed from the ESF. Its objective is to improve the 
situation of socially excluded groups or of those at risk of social exclusion poverty) through 
„supporting professionalisation of social services of crisis intervention at the community 
level, by which is meant that any municipality can apply for funding for the establishment of 
local community centres or low-threshold centres for children and families. The total 
amount of funds in this project  20 ,915, 000 €.6 
 
Closely related is the National Project Social Work in Communities also funded within the 
Operation Programme Human Resources aimed specifically at the socially marginalised 
groups including the Roma, low income households and in general people at risk of poverty 
and social exclusion. The project‘s objectives are to improve the quality of social work in 
communities through further training and supervision, standardisation of methods of social 
work in communities and improvement of access to social services.  
This national project is being implemented in parallel with and within the same time period 
as the above mentioned project Support to Selected Social Services of Crisis Intervention at 
the Community Level in all regions of Slovakia. The total amount of funds allocated for this 
project is 29 340 353,16 €.7 
 
The Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic has been from January 2016 until December 
2019 implementing through the Operation Programme Human Resources the National 
Project Community Centres in Localities with Marginalised Roma Communities. This project is 
financed from the ESF and is aimed specifically at the poor and socially excluded Roma in 
150 localities with the most marginalised and segregated Roma communities. Its main 
objective is development of and support to community centres and community 
development work. The amount of funding in the project is 18 688 726,30 €.8 
 
Community development and empowerment of poor and socially excluded Roma is also the 
objective of the National Project Social Work in Communities and Community Work in 
Localities with Marginalised Roma Communities, with allocated funds in the amount of 26 
511 131,09 €.9 
 
Community centres established within these schemes provide social and community services 
meant to provide assistance and advisory services to the poor and socially excluded, hence 
many clients of these centres are also the recipients of the MI benefits. Through social 
workers employed by the centres and working directly within local communities, people who 
are eligible for MI benefits can get advice and assistance with the application procedures 

                                                      
6  See: https://www.socialnaspolocnost.sk/narodny-projekt-podpora-vybranych-socialnych-sluzieb-
krizovej-intervencie-na-komunitnej-urovni/, also: http://www.npkiku.gov.sk/o-projekte/zakladne-
informacie-2/index.html 
7 See: https://www.socialnaspolocnost.sk/narodny-projekt-terenna-socialna-praca-v-obciach-i/, 
also https://www.tsp.gov.sk/o-projekte/zakladne-informacie/ 
8 https://www.minv.sk/?NP-KC-1 
9 https://www.minv.sk/?NP-TSP 

https://www.socialnaspolocnost.sk/narodny-projekt-podpora-vybranych-socialnych-sluzieb-krizovej-intervencie-na-komunitnej-urovni/
https://www.socialnaspolocnost.sk/narodny-projekt-podpora-vybranych-socialnych-sluzieb-krizovej-intervencie-na-komunitnej-urovni/
https://www.socialnaspolocnost.sk/narodny-projekt-terenna-socialna-praca-v-obciach-i/
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and necessary paperwork to facilitate better access to the benefits as well as other social 
services.  

 

Section 4: Social and Political Environment and its impact on the fight 
against poverty and the evolution of Minimum Income Schemes 

 

In this section there is a brief sketch of the ‘mood’, the atmosphere that exists in relation to poverty, 
people living on minimum income, and the impact on some specific groups such as migrants, 

Roma/Travellers, growing nationalist sentiments etc.  

 
What kind of social and political environment exists within which the EMIN project will 
operate? 
 
More than 25 years after the political change in November ‘89 that ushered in not just the 
model of Western liberal democracy but also economic and social reforms based on 
neoliberal ideas of the free market economy, the ensuing change has not brought in the 
promised well-being that would be in line with the values of equality and principles of social 
justice for all people. Instead, what we can witness nowadays is economic volatility, large 
regional as well as urban-rural differences in economic development (with relatively high 
levels of unemployment in some areas), increasing job precariousness, hence growing 
numbers of working poor, considerable economic migration and brain drain from Slovakia 
esp. among young people, as well as a high level of non-prosecuted corruption at the 
highest echelons of the government.  

According to the sociological survey CSES and ISSP Slovakia 2016 published in February 
201710, 68 percent of Slovaks are dissatisfied with the state of democracy in the country. 
People have been losing confidence in conventional liberal party politics, the feeling that 
their voice matters and that it is important for whom they vote in elections. Consequently, 
and in parallel with these sentiments, people are increasingly under the impression that 
there is no alternative to the current state of affairs and trust in political institutions, 
including the EU is decreasing. This is going hand in hand with the decline in general 
interpersonal trust. According to the research carried out by the OECD in autumn 2016, 90 
percent of Slovaks stated that they do not trust other people, which is the lowest level of 
general trust out of all 35 OECD member countries.11 

   
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that many who are disappointed by this situation have 
the tendency to find scapegoat explanations such as blaming the Roma population or 

                                                      
10  See: Prieskum: S fungovaním demokracie sú nespokojné dve tretiny Slovákov In: 

http://www.teraz.sk/slovensko/prieskum-s-fungovanim-demokracie-su-n/241916-clanok.html, see also: 
https://spravy.pravda.sk/domace/clanok/418820-s-demokraciou-na-slovensku-je-nespokojnych-68-
percent-ludi/ 
11  90 percent Slovákov nedôveruje ostatným ľuďom. In: Trend On-line, March 2, 2017 

https://www.etrend.sk/ekonomika/90-percent-slovakov-neveri-ostatnym-najviac-v-oecd-preco-by-nas-to-
vobec-malo-trapit.html  

http://www.teraz.sk/slovensko/prieskum-s-fungovanim-demokracie-su-n/241916-clanok.html
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immigrants for abusing the social system and the EU and the EC for imposing their “dictate’ 
upon the country, and the like. In this kind of situation some people are prone to fall victim 
to fake news and propaganda spread by various conspiracy media and to the far-right 
political agenda – in March 2016 and open neo-fascist party was elected in the General 
Election to the Slovak Parliament, in their manifesto promising to ensure a just social 
system, free education and health care, food and energy self-sufficiency, prosperity without 
corruption and cleansing the country of “asocials and parasites.” The fascists have been 
heavily exploiting also the refugee “problem” and fanned anti-Muslim sentiments and fears 
- despite the fact that Slovakia has accepted only a few hundreds of refugees (and some of 
them only temporarily) and despite the fact that the country has a very low rate of granting 
asylum: until the present, from the overall number of 58,467 applications since 1993, 
asylum has been granted to 820 people, whereas 684 people have been provided subsidiary 
protection as another form of international protection.12 

Although politically immigration to Slovakia has been an issue esp. in the past 2 years, in 
reality it is low: The number of foreigners with residence permits in Slovakia in 2016 was 
93,247, which represents 1.72% of the total population of Slovakia. Since the accession of 
SR into the EU in 2004, the number of legally living foreigners in Slovakia has increased 
more than four times (from 22,108 migrants in 2004 to 93,247 in 2016). Out of all the EU 
countries, Slovakia has the sixth lowest proportion of foreigners, only Bulgaria (0.91%), 
Croatia (0.87%), Lithuania (0.77%), Romania (0.45%) and Poland (0.28%) have lower 
proportion of foreigners in the total population. Out of the neighbouring countries, Czech 
Republic (4.34%) and Austria (13.19%) all have a higher proportion of migrants. The most 
numerous category of foreigners in Slovakia are the citizens of neighbouring countries, who 
are mostly linked to Slovakia by work, family and social relations. However, another 
important group of migrants is formed by the citizens of the south-eastern European 
countries (Romania, Bulgaria, Russia, Serbia), who represent 21.4% of all migrants in 
Slovakia. The number of workers from these countries is likely to grow in the future, as they 
are being brought to Slovakia by employers who use them as a pool of cheap labour. In 
general, between 2004 and 2016 the number of foreign workers has increased more than 
ten times – from 3,351 persons to 35,090.13 

 
However, it is not just the neo-fascist who have been riding the tide of xenophobic and anti-
Roma sentiments – political parties seem to be competing for their votes by exploiting 
these hostile attitudes. Even the leading political party in power SMER-sociálna demokracia 
has been using the anti-immigrant as well as anti-Roma rhetoric to win political points.  This 
further adds to the general atmosphere of fear and distrust and perpetuates the discourse 
that mostly goes against the poor and the needy – especially if they are Roma or homeless. 
Many people believe in the stereotypical explanations of poverty and its causes 
perpetuating the notion of the “undeserving” poor who are seen as lazy, abusive of the 
system and as “socially unadaptable”, i.e. asocial. The latter in particular concerns the Roma 
who are believed to be unable of integration into the mainstream society and are often 
described as not just culturally but also genetically inferior.   

                                                      
12 See: IOM Migration in Slovakia http://www.iom.sk/en/about-migration/migration-in-slovakia 
13  Ibid. 
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Many people work in precarious jobs (e.g. part-time employment, temporary work and 
agency work) long hours for very low remuneration: the minimum monthly income in 2017 
is 435 EUR, the minimum hourly wages are 2.50 EUR. In 2016, the minimum monthly 
income was 405 EUR and the minimum hourly wages were 2.328 EUR.14 Hence, there is a 
significant group of the working poor with low income who are not eligible to receive 
welfare benefits. They have a problem to make ends meet, and many of them have fallen 
into the debt trap. On the one hand they see the current welfare system as unjust and 
unfair (as the state does not help them), while at the same time blaming those on welfare 
(and especially the Roma) for their own bad material situation. However, the fact of the 
matter is that only 3 percent of all resources allocated to social welfare are spent in the 
minimum income scheme, and the Roma are proportionally not the largest social group on 
welfare benefits15 

Although in May 2017, the unemployment rate in Slovakia has reached its historical 
minimum of 7.35 percent, this drop is in part due to a new method of recording the 
unemployed. This average figure also does not say much about deep regional difference – 
in the region of the capital city Bratislava the unemployment rate is about 3 percent, while 
in some parts of Central and Eastern Slovakia it remains above 20 percent.16 

As concerns poverty, the EU SILC 2016 research suggests that its rate is increasing: in 2016 
12.7 percent of Slovaks were at risk of poverty (nominally 670 thousand people). In 
comparison with 2015 the increase is 0,4 percent which represent 30 thousand people. The 
risk of poverty line for a one-member household is 4, 171 EUR per year, while in 2015 this 
limit was at the amount of 4, 158 EUR per year. Social groups at the highest risk of poverty 
well the unemployed (48 percent of them), families with three and more children (34.8 
percent) and single parents, i.e. mostly women, with at least one child (33.6 percent).17 
Hence from the gender perspective women are more at risk of poverty and more suffer its 
consequences than men, and female poverty is usually also linked to child poverty. From the 
perspective of ethnicity, it is the Roma minority disproportionately living in material 
deprivation, esp. due to long-term unemployment. Data (e.g. research carried out by UNDP) 
suggest that Roma are more likely to fall into the poverty trap and suffer from generational 
poverty spanning several generations.18 

As the 2014 EMIN Report for Slovakia concluded: The minimum income benefits are deeply 
under the poverty threshold and do not suffice to promote social inclusion. On the contrary: 

                                                      
14  http://www.minimalnamzda.sk/2017.php 
15 E.g. according to research carried out by the World Bank in 2012 most of the MI benefits do not 
go the Roma s a group, but the recipients are the unemployed youth. See 
https://romovia.sme.sk/c/6282260/davku-beru-najma-mladi-nie-romovia.html#ixzz4wT9Y4r1t, see also: 
https://aktualne.centrum.sk/slovensko/spolocnost/zneuzivaju-romovia-socialny-system.html 

16 See: Slovensko má najnižšiu nezamestnanosť v histórii, klesla na 7,35 %, In: Pravda On-line, June 
20, 2017, https://spravy.pravda.sk/ekonomika/clanok/433067-nezamestnanost-na-slovensku-klesla-na-
nove-minimum-7-35-percenta/ 
17  See: Počet ľudí na Slovensku ohrozených chudbou stúpol. In: Pravda On-line, April 27, 2017, 

https://spravy.pravda.sk/domace/clanok/427849-pocet-ludi-na-slovensku-ohrozenych-chudobou-stupol/ 
18 See e.g. http://www.eurasia.undp.org/content/rbec/en/home/ourwork/sustainable-

development/development-planning-and-inclusive-sustainable-growth/roma-in-central-and-southeast-
europe/roma-data.html 

https://romovia.sme.sk/c/6282260/davku-beru-najma-mladi-nie-romovia.html#ixzz4wT9Y4r1t
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their low-level forces beneficiaries to look for alternative, semi-legal livelihood, to fall in 
debts, have arrears on housing payment, etc. Since 2014, the workfare system (duty to 
participate in small community services in order to get financial support) has been extended 
to the basic subsistence benefit. This change was introduced despite protests by NGOs and 
the Public Defender of Human Rights. 

Politically, a fiscal approach to poverty and the welfare system prevails – budgetary 
concerns prevail over policies that would provide universal social welfare programmes. 
Band aid and piecemeal solutions are preferred to a systemic approach – thus far no 
comprehensive strategy that would encompass coordinated social, economic, health care 
and housing policies has been proposed. Questions related to solidarity and social justice 
are not a significant part of the public discussion, poverty is generally not seen as a human 
rights issue and as a multiple violation of human rights not just by politicians but also by 
many non-governmental organisations with the human rights agenda. This perspective on 
poverty is voiced only by a few civil society organisations, including SAPN. 

Nevertheless, before the general election in 2016 the current Premiere of the country 
spoke about the possibility of raising the monthly minimum wage up to 500 EUR by 2020. 
From January 2018 it will be increased up to 480 EUR.19 Another issue that has been 
recently discussed is the provision of social housing for low income people and families: the 
government is in the coming years planning to build 2,000 – 2,500 rental flats per year 
(compared to about 300 flats in 2015).20 A new state strategy to support the development 
of social economy is in making and in autumn 2016 the Slovak government developed 
action plans, accompanied by legislation change, for the least developed regions with the 
aim of supporting “job creation and development of the labour market.”21 

 

                                                      
19  See: Minimálna mzda zrejme bude podľa predstáv vlády 480 eur. In: Pravda On-line, September 

18, 2017, https://spravy.pravda.sk/ekonomika/clanok/442051-minimalna-mzda-zrejme-bude-podla-
predstav-vlady-480-eur/ 
20  Pribudnú tisíce nájomných bytov? Štát mení pravidlá, In: Pravda On-line, April 28, 2017, 

https://spravy.pravda.sk/ekonomika/clanok/427898-pribudnu-tisice-najomnych-bytov-stat-meni-

pravidla/ 
21  See: http://www.nro.vlada.gov.sk/ 
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Section 5: Developments in relation to the Slovakia EMIN Network  
 
In this section you provide information in relation to the state of development of your National EMIN 
Network. In particular describing social dialogue/partnership with public authorities and other 
stakeholders. 
 
Is there a formal or informal steering group for your National EMIN Network (who is 
involved)? 
 

The SAPN created an informal EMIN Steering Committee consisting of the representatives of 
the SAPN member organisations - both large nation-wide and smaller local and grass-root 
NGOs, several Slovak universities and research institutions (such as the Slovak Academy of 
Sciences, or the Constantinus the Philosopher University), the Labour Unions and one MEP 
(Anna Záborská).  
 
Have there been any contacts with potential partners that can help to build alliances for the 
improvement of the MIS in your country? 

 
The SAPN has contacted Mr. Miroslav Lajčák - Minister of Foreign and European Affairs,  Mrs. 
Nicholsonová  - ex-minister of Social Affairs and the vice chair of the Parliament of Slovak 
Republic , Mr. Dušan Chrenek – head of the European Commission in Slovakia, Mr. Martin 
Muránsky – social affairs advisor to the Premier, Mr. Branislav Ondruš – the State Secretary of 
the Ministry of Social Affairs, Labour and the Family, Mr. Anton Marcinčin – governmental 
Plenipotentiary for the Support of the Development of Poor Regions, Mr. Ábel Ravasz – 
governmental Plenipotentiary for   Roma Communities, Mr. Emil Machyna – head of KOVO 
Trade Unions and member of the committee of the EU Social Platform, Mr. Gabriel Csicsai – 
the State Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture.  
 
 
Has any activity been organised with regards to MI? Communications or public awareness 
raising, since the completion of the EMIN1 project? 
 
Since 2014, the SAPN has been raising awareness about the issue of MI, esp. within the 
context of the first EMIN project and its findings. Recently, the SAPN has teamed up with the 
EAPN-Austria to create an international project to award journalists who write about 
poverty. We have also started a discussion with several schools about how to the 
incorporate the theme of elimination of poverty into their curricula. 
 
 
 


